Identification of clusters of biallelic polymorphic sequence-tagged sites (pSTSs) that generate highly informative and automatable markers for genetic linkage mapping.
Using a combination of denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis and direct DNA sequencing, we have found that multiple (4 to 7) biallelic sequence polymorphisms can be located within short DNA segments, 300 to 2400 bp. Here, we report on the identification of three clusters of DNA polymorphisms, one in each of the constant regions of the human T cell receptor alpha and beta gene complexes on human chromosomes 14 and 7, respectively, and a third among the human t-RNA genes on human chromosome 14. The frequency of these polymorphisms and the extent of linkage disequilibrium between individual polymorphisms have been determined using a semiautomated DNA typing system combining DNA target amplification by the polymerase chain reaction with the analysis of internal sequence polymorphisms by a colorimetric oligonucleotide ligation assay. We have found that individual biallelic polymorphisms in each cluster are often in partial linkage disequilibrium with one another. This partial linkage disequilibrium permits the combined use of three to four markers in a cluster to generate a haplotype with high levels of heterozygosity, 71 to 88%. Therefore, clusters of physically linked biallelic polymorphisms provide an automatable and highly informative type of genetic marker for general linkage analysis as well as an attractive alternative marker system for fine-point mapping of disease-causing genes and phenotypic traits relative to their framework locations in the genome.